
AVEVA™ E3D Fabrication
Management

Leverage collaboration on your project with your 
3D model on the cloud to track shop floor tasks 
more efficiently.
Structural steel is a major part of all EPC projects, 
it is typically accountable for 10 – 30% of total 
project costs. In today’s EPC projects the 
increased complexity from conceptual design 
through to construction makes delivering a 
successful project incredibly challenging.
AVEVA E3D Fabrication Management is designed 
to make the workflows between the detailed 
design of structural steel and fabrication more 
integrated and streamlined. The solution provides 
ease of access and full visibility of the production 
status digitally. This gives your company full 
control over what is happening on the shop floor 
to operate more efficiently.

A web-based 3D model-driven management solution that provides stakeholders in the energy 
and marine industries with a collaborative approach for planning and tracking the fabrication 
works, whether in-house or subcontracted.

AVEVA E3D Fabrication Management is a native cloud application that allows stakeholders in diverse locations 
to visualize, communicate and share information related to the structural steelworks for efficient collaboration. 
The ability to quickly make decisions in real-time allows for a more efficient workflow to deliver capital projects 
on-time and on-budget.

Seamless integration with AVEVA™ E3D Design and AVEVA™ E3D Structural Design ensures any changes made 
during projects are checked and validated in real time between design and fabrication to avoid costly rework 
during the construction phase.

As a cloud application, users can log into AVEVA E3D Fabrication Management from any device and any location 
without any application installation needed. This offers a great deal of flexibility – businesses can allow employees 
to operate from multiple locations, and users can access their data no matter where they are.

AVEVA E3D Fabrication Management

Overview

Interact with the 3D model to build and plan multiple work 
packages and track the fabrication status visually in real-time.
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• Easily access your 3D model and the software 
application through the web from any device at any 
location that has an internet connection. Your data is 
secured and licensed via AVEVA™ Connect.

• All relevant data is kept in a centralized location, 
allowing real-time information to flow smoothly to 
everyone involved. Visualizing and sharing the 
progress of information in the 3D model helps move 
from reactive to proactive project management.

• Produce effective ways to build and plan multiple 
work packages for subcontracted jobs, production 
sequencing, delivery, construction, etc. All defined 
work packages and scheduled tasks are linked to the 
3D model.

• Create reports or stickers that contain barcodes or QR 
codes which enables scanning for tracking status on 
your mobile device (tablet or smartphone).

• Enjoy the benefits of running paperless status
tracking, monitoring dashboards and reports with
real-time control and visibility.

• Enhance communication related to design changes to
mitigate unnecessary change orders and material
wastage for on-time, on-budget delivery.

• Interact with AVEVA E3D Structural Design to
manage changes and status feedback. The
application allows for a true bi-directional
information feed between the two systems.

• Optimize production through automatic feeds for
CNC machines and robots from the 3D model through
NC-DSTV files.

• Utilize existing web protocols such as RESTful API
(Representational State Transfer) to exchange data
with various software systems and technologies.

For further information on AVEVA E3D Fabrication Management please visit: 
aveva.com/en/products/aveva-e3d-fabrication-management
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